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On the way to Exascale Computing
The Jülich Supercomputing Centre provides leading-edge supercomputer resources, IT tools, methods, and know-how.  Computing time at the highest performance level is made available to researchers in Germany and Europe by means of an independent peer-review process. At the time being, JSC operates one of the most powerful supercomputers in Europe, JUWELS, and provides the first quantum computing infrastructure with JUNIQ.   More about us...
Director: Prof. Dr. Dr. Thomas Lippert
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JUNIQ facility

JUNIQ is a uniform quantum computing Platform as a Service (QC-PaaS), offering European users support and access to quantum computer emulators and quantum computing technologies of different types and levels of technological maturity. JUNIQ will integrate quantum computers in the form of quantum-classical hybrid computing systems into the modular HPC environment of the Jülich Supercomputing Centre.
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JUPITER - Exascale for Europe

Forschungszentrum Jülich will be home to Europe’s first exascale computer - called JUPITER. The supercomputer is set to be the first in Europe to surpass the threshold of one quintillion (“1” followed by 18 zeros) calculations per second.
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Supercomputers

Jülich Supercomputing Centre operates computers of the highest performance class. The supercomputers JUWELS and JURECA are currently among the most powerful supercomputers in the world.
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Press releases and news
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exascale in europe
Europe’s Exascale Supercomputer in Its Starting Blocks
EuroHPC JU and the German-French supercomputer consortium ParTec-Eviden, led by Eviden, have signed a contract for the construction of JUPITER. JUPITER will be the first exascale supercomputer in Europe and hosted at Forschungszentrum Jülich in the German state of North Rhine Westphalia. The system, designed for largest possible simulations and AI applications in science and industry alike, is expected to launch in 2024. Owned by the European High Performance Computing Joint Undertaking (EuroHPC JU), it will be operated by the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC), one of the three national supercomputing centers of the Gauss Centre for Supercomputing (GCS).
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Brain Research
EBRAINS secures €38 million in funding for new phase of digital neuroscience
The European Commission has signed a grant agreement to fund EBRAINS with €38 million until 2026. Over the next three years, the infrastructure will continue to develop tools and services to widely serve research communities in neurosciences, brain medicine, and brain-inspired technologies.
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D-Wave Advantage™ System JUPSI
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Quantum Information Processing (QIP)
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 JSC Media Files


JSC at your finger tip – here you can find flyers, presentations, and  videos about JSC’s infrastructure, services, and development and  research activities. Take a look and contact us if you would like to  know more about us!
Continue to Media Files? Click Here!
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